The splay ( K n ) and bend ( K 33) elastic constants of n-hexylcyanobiphenyl (C6H 13-Ph-Ph-C=N)
Most papers on the elasticity of nematics concern the splay and bend constants only, since these con stants govern such switching characteristics as the threshold voltage or the response time. Many experi mental methods were elaborated for the determination ofKn and K33. Most of them are based on optical or capacitate observations of the director distortion in a pre-oriented nematic cell [ 3 -7 ] .
In this paper we present the results of K n and K 33 measurements preformed for the nematic n-hexyl cyanobiphenyl (6CB) by means of the capacitance method. The method consists in the analysis of the voltage dependence of the capacity o f the planar ne matic cell. In case o f nematic liquid crystals with a positive dielectric anisotropy, Ae = ey -e± > 0 where and are permittivity measured, respec tively, parallel and perpendicular to the macroscopic molecular ordering (the director n), the probing elec tric field E of a sufficient intensity causes a distortion o f the director (Fig. 1) . With increasing field inten sity, the capacity o f the cell increases from the initial value C±, corresponding to n ± E, to the final value C||, corresponding to n || E. As mentioned above, the phenomenon has a threshold, i.e . the capacity does not depend on the voltage before the voltage reaches a characteristic value U^. This value is the basic quan tity for the calculation o f the splay elastic constant: For voltages much higher than the threshold value, the director at the center o f the cell becomes perpen dicular to the cell walls and ipm = 7t/2 . Then (2) reduces to
cos ipd ip. 
This equation predicts that for U » the depen dence (C(U) -

Results and Discussion
The measured dependence of C on U for a planar 6CB nematic cell in the whole range of the applied voltages is depicted in Figure 3 . In this range o f U, the capacity of the cell changes from C± (for U < Ufo) to close to C|| (for U > U^). o f U. The results presented in Fig. 6 show that this prediction is well fulfilled: for U higher than about 4 V the dependence C{U~1) is linear with exception of the temperature region close to the nematic to isotropic transition where small deviations from linearity are observed. The extrapolation of the linear dependences in Fig. 6 to U~l = 0 leads to the value of (C\\ -C±)/C±, i.e. to (£|| -£j_)/£x, the quantity which can be di rectly determined for example by the static dielectric measurements o f the nematic sample oriented with a magnetic field. In Fig. 7 the values o f (£||-£_l) /£_l ob tained from the extrapolation are compared with those T /°C Fig. 7 . Temperature dependence of (ey -e ±_)/e ±. for 6CB determined by the extrapolation of (C -C±)/C± to U~l (see (3) and Fig. 6 ) (full points), and measured on a sample oriented with a magnetic field (open points) [ 12] . The presented data clearly show that the influence of the pretilt angle ip0 on the calculated value of K 33 is not negligible even for so small ip0, for which the change of the initial value of the capacity (Cj_) is negligible (Fig. 7) . From the experimental point of view it is important to realize that a pretilt angle of about one or two degrees is in practice beyond of any control and detection, so the results presented in Fig. 8 show that the agreement of about 10% in the values of K 33 determined in two independent experiments should be considered as quite satisfactory.
